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The Three Gorges Dam had raised the water to the maximum level of 175m
 above sea level by Oct 2010.
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Migrants relocation plan:
The costal cities would move backwards
 
or  move to new location
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The Yuzhong peninsula of Chongqing
Defined the X
 
axis by the Golden Belt Cruise Route, X
 
axis in the model makes the first quadrant of the 
urban panorama model which gives an round path to notice the whole urban landscape.
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Defined the Y axis by the skyline of the buildings in the urban area and Z
 
axis by measuring the 
distance from the objects on the river bank to the vertical projecting on the cruise route, Y and
 
Z
 
axis 
together produce the possibility to get the information of height and depth in the urban structure. 
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Happy Chinese Dragon Year!
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